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26 Supply Lines to Club Profits by William E. Massee

The author, an expert on food and liquor, tells managers how to stock, merchandise, promote, and price some foods and wines for extra profits.
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This can be achieved by analyzing income, breaking down expenses, studying departments... then projecting the future. Here's how to do it.
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GOLFDOM's second column of this new feature discusses the future of the golf pro in relation to his education—and the need for a college degree in golf.
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Texture, stretch and colors will make the profit picture next year for the club pro. The majority of manufacturers and what they will be showing has been detailed.
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Your Christmas business can increase with effective newspaper ads. Here are some examples and "DOs" and "DON'Ts" to guide you.
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A course checklist for the super in chart form of basic equipment requirements for 18, 9, par 3 and 18-hole executive golf courses.
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How to Winterize Your Course by Stanley Metzker

Now's the time for improvements. Ideas: build concrete drainage pans, repair machinery, paint equipment...and more.
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Law suits and accident claims are making clubs more aware of the need for safety committees. Here's a list of 20 common hazards at any course.
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Optimum results of battery powered cars are achieved through three factors—proper facilities, qualified personnel, good maintenance.
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